Convenient, cost-effective access to 13 organ- or system-specific texts from a leading source of healthcare information solutions in radiology, pathology, and anatomy.

Each title is ideal for specialists as well as sub- and non-specialists and offers an easy-to-read, organ- or system-specific combination of diagnosis, annotated images, and clinical commentary by leaders in their field. Readers will gain critical clinical perspectives on diagnostic images.

- Ideal for specialists and sub-specialists in multiple departments that rely on imaging, such as Surgery, Emergency Medicine, Internal Medicine and OB/GYN
- Content is co-authored by a team of over 300 leading radiologists, pathologists, and anatomists
- Concise, bulleted, and consistently formatted text enables users to find pertinent information fast

Publisher: Amirsys Publishing, Inc

What’s Included:
- Diagnostic Pathology: Breast
- Diagnostic Pathology: Cytopathology
- Diagnostic Pathology: Gastrointestinal
- Diagnostic Pathology: Genitourinary
- Diagnostic Pathology: Gynecological
- Diagnostic Pathology: Head and Neck
- Diagnostic Pathology: Intraoperative Consultation
- Diagnostic Pathology: Neoplastic Dermatopathology
- Diagnostic Pathology: Neuropathology
- Diagnostic Pathology: Nonneoplastic Dermatopathology
- Diagnostic Pathology: Pediatric Neoplasms
- Diagnostic Pathology: Soft Tissue Tumors
- Diagnostic Pathology: Thoracic